About Us
Since 1993, Roboworld has been protecting robots and complete automation cells from extreme operating environments. The largest manufacturers in the industry, along with integrators and end-users, have trusted Roboworld to design custom fitted suits for their robots. No matter the application, a Robosuit® will extend the life of your robot and the components within your complete automation cells.

e-F@ctory Solutions Provided
Roboworld Molded Products take protection one-step further by solving an industry-wide problem. Roboworld introduced the world's first mass produced, shock absorbing, chemical resistant bumper to protect teach pendants from damage if they are accidentally dropped or pulled from a work surface.

Complementary Products
Robots and Pendants

Core Technology
Protection Suits
Teach Pendant Bumpers

Industries Served
Aerospace
Automation
Automotive & E-Mobility
Converting – Packaging
Defense
Food
Pharma
Machine Tools
Manufacturing

Measuring and Testing
Technology
Medical Technology
Plastics & Rubber
Processing
Robotics
Semiconductor & Electronic
Assembly